CROSSWALK TOOL JOINTING DETAIL

NOTES:
1. CONCRETE FOR PAVED CROSSWALKS SHALL BE CLASS C-4.
2. IF SPECIFIED IN CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, COLOR CONCRETE WITH SPECIFIED INTEGRAL MIX.
3. LIGHTLY BROOM SURFACE OF PAVED CROSSWALK PRIOR TO TOOLING OF JOINTS.
4. MAKE TOOLED JOINTS WITH A PARTING TOOL Approved by ENGINEER. JOINTS SHALL BE STRAIGHT AND OF UNIFORM DEPTH.
5. DO NOT USE PIGMENTED CURING COMPOUNDS ON PAVED CROSSWALKS. APPLY CLEAR SEALANT AS SPECIFIED IN CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
6. DEPTH OF PAVED CROSSWALK EQUALS DEPTH OF ADJACENT PCC PAVEMENT.
7. CURB--AND--GUTTER AT RAMP MAY BE CONSTRUCTED SEPARATELY OR INTEGRAL WITH ADJACENT CONVENTIONAL PAVEMENT AT CONTRACTORS OPTION. SET DOWEL BARS IN EITHER CASE.
8. OTHER PATTERNS SUBJECT TO ENGINEER APPROVAL.
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